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In a preliminary experiment, we conducted a single trial with 108 bees (54 bees per 28 cage, one cage for the Nosema treatment and one for the control treatment). Unlike 29 subsequent trials, the combs used for these cages contained an approximately equal 30 proportion of stored honey and brood, thus more closely approximating a colony. In addition, 31 adult bees were not the same age, but rather were bees that were on the comb sections before 32 they were cut out. They therefore contained bees of multiple ages that typically aggregate on 33 the brood comb. These bees were initially placed into a common cage, removed for labeling, 34
and randomly assigned to the control or Nosema cages. 35
We scored the same set of behaviors, except for QMP attraction. As in the other trials, 36
we placed a QMP lure inside each cage, but attached to the cage door, not to the comb and 37 thus not in view of the video camera. This preliminary trial therefore did not include an 38 analysis of attraction to the QMP. Because we sometimes observed bees contacting the QMP 39 lure, we decided to position the lure on the comb and score this behaviour in the subsequent 40 full experiment. Behaviour was otherwise analyzed as described for the full experiment. We 41 scored behaviors for 2 min each 4 hrs, but did so every two days. In the full experiment, we 42 scored behaviors every day. We made other changes in the full experiment because (1) the 43 brood did not survive to the end of the trial, (2) we were concerned about the potential for 44 spores present in the comb wax, and (3) using adult bees of unknown ages is problematic. In 45 the full experiment, we therefore used sterilized combs without brood or stored honey and 46 bees that were all the same age. 47
These data were analyzed in the same way as the full data (see paper). A Bonferroni 48 correction was not applied to analyses of this preliminary trial since this data was only 49 analyzed once. 50
Results & Discussion 52
In this preliminary trial (Fig. S1a) , as in the full experiment (see paper), trophallaxis 53 was elevated in Nosema-treated as compared to control bees (treatment effect: F1, 78=9.78, 54 P=0.003) . This increase in trophallaxis in the Nosema-treated bees matches the results of the 55 full experiment (Fig. 3a) . Likewise, there was an effect of time (F1, 78=5.11, P= 0.027). The 56 interaction treatment*time was not significant (F1, 78=3.06, P=0.08). Unlike the full 57 experiment, trophallaxis in Nosema-treated bees increased markedly at day 14, perhaps due to 58 methodological differences. However, the overall trend of increased trophallaxis was the 59 same. 60
In the preliminary trial (Fig. S1b) , walking was also elevated in Nosema-treated as 61 compared to control bees (treatment effect: F1, 78=4.06, P=0.04). Time and the interaction 62 treatment*time were not significant (F1, 78≤0.72, P≥0.40) . In the full experiment, the walking 63 increased towards the end of the 14-day trial, whereas the preliminary data showed a roughly 64 consistent elevation over time. These differences may have arisen from the methodological 65 differences, but the overall trend of increased walking was similar. 66 Period: Aggregated days into 3 periods linked to the development times of a Nosema sp. Infection; Period 1= days 2 to 5; Period 2= days 6 to 10; Period 3= days 11 to 14 ID: Original tag number of the bee in the group BeeID: Unique identifying name for each bee Spore count: Amount of spores found in the bee by microscopic analysis
